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Abstract
With growing demand from stakeholders, Vietnamese shoe factories desperately need to
effectively implement sound EHS management systems. The ISO14001 and OSHAS 18001
standards ("the Standards") have emerged as effective EHS management tools to serve those
needs. However, the Vietnamese shoe industry has very limited experience in implementing those
standards. They also do not understand the concept of cost-effectiveness and the challenges of
implementation. Small medium enterprises anticipated difficulties in technology improvement
required by the ISO14001 due to resources limitation and all local companies concern about cost
prohibited certification and no tangible market benefits (Greening Trade in Vietnam, 16). The
purpose of this study was to identify the drivers, the values added, the challenges and the success
factors of implementing the Standards at three shoe factories in Vietnam. The results tend to
indicate that: 1) the key drivers of implementing the Standards were from stakeholder chain of
actions, i.e. corporate policy, multinationals, customers, NGOs and labor groups. There was a shift
from external directed to internal values regarding implementing standards at the studied factories;
2) implementing the Standards was value added. The benefits outweigh the costs. The key benefits
include reduced injury, reduced waste handling costs and improved multinationals (clients)
satisfaction; 3) key challenges include the workforce's lack ofknowledge of EHS Standards, no
existing trade specific ISO 14001 and 18001 model at the time of implementing the Standards and
the lack of standardized waste treatment and disposal facilities; and 4) key success factors include
leadership's commitment and
employees'
involvement, top-down management , employee
empowerment, and training. Most importantly, the study demonstrates evidence of successful
implementing the Standards in shoe factories in Vietnam with improved EHS results.
vn
Key words: Adopt; adopting; apparel; challenges; costs benefit; driver; factory; implementation;
implementing; ISO14001; multinationals; OSHAS 18001; shoe; stakeholders, success factors
1 . Introduction
1.1. Topic
Today, the Vietnamese shoe manufacturing industry desperately needs to
implement sound environment, health and safety (EHS) management systems. But what are the
business drivers to compel these implementations? How effective are these implementations; in
particular those following the ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 standards? This study attempts to
answer these questions. The study was originally intended to include interviews with a number
of the line management and EHS staff at a shoe factory in April 2004. However, the study was
canceled because the factory had high activities and workloads at the time. The study design was
changed after consultation with the thesis advisor. The new study design involves three factories
that have adopted or implemented ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 standards and employ totally
about 50,000 workers. With the anticipated company data access restriction, the Study
emphasized least at proposing a model of EHS management system elements to shoe factories.
The Vietnamese attitude toward EHS problems in the shoe factories makes this topic
worthwhile. Although socially aware consumers in developed countries are demanding that EHS
issues be addressed, many shoe manufacturers still fear that the costly EHS standards will only
compromise their position in an already highly competitive industry. They tend to overlook the
fact that these standards more than pay for themselves in lowered insurance premium, incident
costs, waste treatment costs and improved public relations. This study will show the factory
owners that implementing these standards is therefore in their best interest. In doing so, the study
will help to improve Vietnamese shoe
workers'
work condition, their quality of life and
environment.
In 1998 and 1999, while working part time at Pentland, a multinational shoemaker, the
author participated in the inspections, audits, training programs, and surveys of about eleven
shoe factories. The experience gave the author insight not only into EHS management problems
in this business sector, but also suggested some solutions.
1.2. Research Questions
1 .2. 1 . Primary Research Question
What are the business drivers that compel the implementation of ISO 14001 and OSHAS
18001 system tools in the case study shoe factories?
Figure 1.1 Possible Business Drivers behind the Adoption of ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001
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1 .2.2. Secondary Research Questions
How effective is the implementation of the Standards?
What are the success factors and challenges in implementing the Standards?
1.3. Definitions
In this study, the terms "footwear industry", "shoemanufacture"and "shoe making
industry"
are used interchangeably.
Stakeholders refer to all parties who are interested in or affected by the shoe making
operation, its products and supply chain. These include consumers, labor organizations, non
governmental organizations, wholesalers (multinationals), retailers and public authorities etc.
Developed countries refer to the first world industrialized countries (in America, and
Europe).
"Middleman states"refer to the new industrialized countries (NIC) that act as
"middlemen" in the global production chain.
Developing countries refer to Vietnam, Lao, and Cambodia.
EHS stands for environmental health and safety.
Sweatshops are small manufacturing establishments in which employees work long hours
under substandard work condition for low wages. (Encarta Encyclopedia)
2. Background
Foreign trade accounts for about 80% ofVietnam's gross domestic product (GDP), with
footwear and apparel accounting for 10.6% of the total exports. Approximately 200 footwear
companies in Vietnam employ over 400,000 people (Twose, Luinstra, and Cranmer). The
industry helps reduce the unemployment rate and poverty in a country that is facing the
challenge of 1.3 million new entrants into the workforce per year (Twose, Luinstra, and
Cranmer).
However, EHS risks in the industry have not been voluntarily addressed. Consumers and
labor organizations have to demand that shoemakers conduct their business in an
environmentally responsible manner, with due care to
workers'health and safety. In early 1999,
an article in the Corporate Social Responsibility Forum, the UK Department for Foreign
Investment and Development (DflD), reported that exposure to hazardous chemicals, poor
ventilation, inadequate safety equipment and the lack of training were putting the health of
factory workers at risk. Thereafter, DflD asked the International Business Leader Forum (IBLF)
to consult with all interested parties to draw up a workable and communal action plan to address
the issue. A plan was finally developed to share codes of conduct, principles, and best practices,
and to review existing training materials, standards, laws, and regulations to ensure that footwear
factories operate at higher standards ("Vietnam Business Link Initiative").
It is unlikely that firms will change their labor and environmental policies if inaction does
not threaten their bottom line. Many actions are thus driven by consumers'demand. But that is
not enough. The government needs to support good EHS practices as well as enforce its labor
and environmental laws. The Vietnamese government has begun to recognize the value of
international EHS management standards. Now, the government should create incentives to
encourage businesses to implement voluntary programs. Vietnam Business Links Initiative
(VBLI) is a good example. It addresses the concerns of:
Lack of true leadership commitment to improving work condition,
Lack ofunderstanding about the risk based management approach, or the
financial benefit of investing in EHS management,
Lack of EHS management skills,
Lack of clear accountability for EHS performance and,
Lack ofworker involvement.
Market forces need to join with the stakeholders to identify EHS problems and to develop
appropriate solutions. Such joint efforts are exemplified in the following article from the
Corporate Social Responsibility Forum.
Context:
Internationally, consumers and activists'focus on labor standards in the
supplier factories ofmultinational footwear companies is one of the key issues in
the debate around socially responsible business practices. Moreover, multinational
apparel companies are at the forefront of this focus.
...The initiative also provides an opportunity for the Vietnamese government
to work closely with the multinational companies, creating greater collaboration
and transfer ofknowledge. The international NGOs (nongovernmental
organizations) involved provide both increased credibility and technical
knowledge drawn from their experiences worldwide. DFID provides the
necessary funding to harness match funding from companies and act as a
mechanism for the sharing ofknowledge and experience. In addition, the VBI
(Vietnam Business Initiative) program provides DFID with the experience ofhow
to engage companies in responding to social issues, influencing their development
policy approach. Over all, the project currently involves 21 partners across all
three sectors. One of the long-term aims is to build the capacity of local based
institutions to enable them both to recognize the value of and to implement
similar programs.
The IBLF (International Business Leader Forum) lead in providing the intellectual
input, practical experience, and acting as a neutral and trusted facilitator puts it at
the forefront of these responses.
History
... The action program was built through a detailed consultation process with
all interested parties - including the local and international footwear industry,
worker representatives, government departments, research bodies, multilateral
agencies and health and safety organizations. In January 2000, the 21
organizations including multinational companies confirmed the Action Program
and agreed to support it through the provision of information and resources
available within their organizations. VBLI received its three licenses to operate in
October 2000 from the Ministry of Planning and Investment ofVietnam (MPI)
("Vietnam Business Links Initiative").
ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 voluntary standards have emerged as appropriate tools for
managing EHS issues in a wide range of different business sectors. The Vietnamese government
recognized that businesses needed to implement these standards to be competitive in the world
market. United Nation Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) reported that
Vietnam had adopted a proactive approach by proposing to implement a pilot program on ISO
14001 by the end of 1998 ("Trade, Environment and Development in Vietnam"). The agency
anticipated that many issues would need to be addressed, particularly those of certification and
accreditation as well as those faced by small and medium enterprises. The high cost of
certification was considered an obstacle to implementing ISO14001 .
In a personal interview on April 4, 2003, Mr. Vinh Nguyen, the VBLI Program Director,
said that some shoe makers in Vietnam have recently taken a lead in adopting ISO 14001 and
OSHAS 18001 standards. Implementing these standards can:
Ensure compliance with regulatory requirements,
Improve business performance,
Benefit businesses financially by lowering their insurance premium, satisfying their
major clients, and giving them better commercial terms
Cast the corporate image as a responsible corporate citizen.
However, these companies may encounter several challenges:
Extra costs on the final product, especially damaging for a lean business like shoe
making,
Lack of leadership commitment, and support;
Lack of EHS knowledge and skill in the workforce;
Not knowing what key management system elements in shoe making industry to focus on
(e.g., leadership, risk profile, communication, incident report investigation, emergency
preparedness plan, training, work rule, process and procedures, personal protective
equipment);
A habitual disregard for safety standards and a culture of dignifying unsafe practices as
bravery, thus inhibiting behavioral modification.
These companies probably decided to adopt these standards to satisfy
stakeholders'
demand. They would not have done so without economic feasibility. This study will confirm
these speculations with empirical data. In particular, we need to answer the following questions:
Why should these shoe factories in Vietnam adopt ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 as EHS
management tools?
How does implementing ISO 14001 ad OSHAS 18001 standards benefit the studied shoe
factories?
What are the key success factors and challenges in implementing these standards?
3. Literature Review Figure 3.1 : Literature Review Map
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3.1. Background Literature:
3.1.1. Inadequate EHS Management in Shoe Industry
According to a 1 997 article in the Wall Street Journal, an Ernst & Young confidential
EHS audit of a Nike's contractor in Vietnam exposed the substandard work condition where
excess level of toxic fumes, dust, noise, and heat was a norm ("Audit for Nike Found Working
Violations at Vietnamese Plant"). The full audit report on the CorpWatch website indicated that
the factory had many EHS problems:
Table 3.1 Summary of EHS Issues found in Ernst and Young Audit Report
No Issues Measured Location Permitted
Standards
1 Exceeded heat 32-33uC Pressing, Boiler and
Assembly
28UC
2 High noise level for long 85-101 dB(A) Cutting, Pressing, 85-90 dB(A) (if
work hours Rotary P.U, and
Assembly. Working
time is 9 hours/day
>90 dB(A),
maximum 8
working hours)
3 Toxic fumes:
Toluene: 6-177 times >PEL
6-18 times >PEL
Assembly I-sole fit,
Assembly ultra violet,
Sole sinking ...
Not available
Acetone
1 1 times >PEL
Assembly I-sole fit,
Assembly ultra violet,
Assembly line ...
Not available
Dust Mixing room Not available
4 Ventilation below standard In most sections Not available
(Source: www.corpwatch.com)
Nike's consumers in the West are concerned about the health and safety of shoe workers.
As a prominent global shoemaker, Nike had been assumed to have comprehensive corporate
oversight, policies and some EHS control measure in place. The leak of the audit results has put
this assumption about the entire shoe industry in doubt.
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Nike argued on its website that the test used in the audit was not reliable because it was
conducted by a non-accredited lab ("Press Release in 1998"). However, it acknowledged that the
toxic fumes were higher than the permitted exposure limits (PELs). The case indicated a lack of
an effective EHS management system to discover problems before being exposed by an
independent audit team. According to a 1999 article in Corporate Social Responsibility Forum,
DflD separately reported that shoe factory workers in Vietnam are at risk from exposure to
hazardous chemicals, poor ventilation, and inadequate safety equipment, and from a lack of
training ("VBLI"). The
"sweatshop"
condition in the Vietnamese shoe industry at the time
demanded an effective EHS management system.
3.1.2. Drivers for EHS Management Change - Stakeholders' Demand for Effective EHS
Management
Since globalization began in early 1980's, the production chain has become tremendously
more globalized. Under the pressure of supply and demand, developed countries focus more on
intellectual and high-tech industries while labor-intensive work is shifted to developing
countries. In the 2003 Labor ofReform Conference, Anita, and Hong pointed out that between
developed and developing countries are intermediary states, a.k.a. New Industrialized Countries
(NIC), e.g. Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Korea. These countries have the technical and quality
management capability in the footwear industry and therefore are best suited for the role of
factory owners. Developing countries such as Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, and China in turn
provide the necessary low cost labor. Finally, developed countries consume a majority of the
products. Any problem within this integrated chain can create a domino effect on all parties
involved.
3.1.2.1. Customer Demand
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According to a 1 997 article in theArizona Daily Wildcat, Nike's Vietnamese scandal
caused the University ofArizona students to protest against the deal between Nike and U.A.
athletic department, in which Nike would help finance UA's 1 8 Division I sport teams in
exchange for advertising deal. ("Suit says Nike factory claims violate false-advertising law").
Evidently, consumers are not only concerned with product quality but also with how the products
are made.
According a 2003 Wall Street Journal article, Nike was sued under an unfair competition
claim, which alleged that Nike's labor practice overseas made its statements false commercial
statements ("Bush administration backs Nike in high court case"). Nike argued that its statements
were not commercial statements but free speech protected under the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. Two lower courts in California had agreed, but the state's Supreme Court reversed.
However, the damage had already been done in terms ofbad publicity and financial loss. As
quoted in Chan's paper for the Conference on The Labor ofReform Employment, Workers
'
Rights, andLabor Law in China 21-23 March 2003, Nike profit reportedly dropped 43% from
1997 to 1999 ("Raising Labor Standards, Corporate Social Responsibility And Missing Links -
Vietnam And China Compared").
Through the Internet, Western consumers become more and more informed of the work
condition in developing countries. Under the Clinton administration's progressive policy, the
anti-sweatshop movement drew more attention among American consumers. Many buying
guides on anti-sweatshop websites advocate boycotting products from plants that have labor
abuse and substandard work condition. According to an article on Business for Social
Responsibility, a number of studies show
customers'
buying decision is based on new values
criteria such as
"sweatshop-free"
and "child labor free" clothing ("Overview ofCorporate Social
12
Responsibility"). So, consumers' response is a key driver that forces multinationals to take
concrete actions to improve work conditions at their contracted sites.
3. 1.2.2.Multinationals
The Nike case sent a wakeup call that the impacts of
contractors'
poor EHS performance
on a company's financial health and public image can be severe. Realizing that the problem may
affect their long-term interest, multinationals have begun to work with stakeholders and partners
in EHS improvement efforts. They try to lead with full commitments and transparency, not only
in EHS performance but also in other labor ethical issues.
EHS issues now assume a strategic importance. To overcome an immature legal system,
a lack of legal awareness and weak enforcement in the developing world, increasing stakeholders
dialog and partnership is the right approach. Nike took aggressive actions to mend its damaged
public image by addressing the EHS issues at senior management levels. In a press release on its
website, Nike confirmed its commitment to meet OSHA PEL standards governing solvents and
indoor air quality for its Southeast Asia footwear factories by the end of 1998 (Press Release.
1998). To exemplify that commitment, it agrees to substitute toluene-based solvents with a
water-based solution wherever possible and to assert technical and administrative control of the
residual risks.
Taking the initiative to identify common EHS issues and to choose the appropriate model
of self-regulation is the right direction. However, without an effective EHS management system
in place, multinationals would not be able to oversee all potential EHS issues. According to a
report on Adidas website, Adidas has actively encouraged its suppliers to implement formal EHS
systems. By the end of2002, two Adidas suppliers in Vietnam have achieved ISO 14001 and one
of them has achieved OSHAS 18001 certification ("Environment Impact").
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3.1.2.3. NGOs and Labor Group
In a 2002 ILO paper, Rosskam et al. expressed the need for adopting international codes
and standards in managing EHS issues in the shoe industry. That is because traditionally, the
lack ofmajor accidents in the relatively calm industry often means less management attention to
these issues. However, subtly harmful conditions are by no means safe. Poor ergonomics is a
prime example. In a more obvious one, many of the industry's solvents cause adverse health
effects, which are latent and potentially severe. Finally, local laws are poorly enforced. Without
an EHS management system driven by international standards, these issues will result in huge
liability that will inevitably damage the industry's public image.
Chan and Hong pointed out that EHS issues should be discussed as part of labor
negotiations mediated by the government. Today, most labor disputes, at Korean-owned factories
for example, involve more with
"practical"
concerns as contracts, security procedures, overtime
pay, late pay, and less with EHS issues. This reality represents
employees'lack of understanding
and awareness of EHS problems. Therefore, any effective EHS management system must
include worker education, and communication among the key elements.
Under fire for its mismanagement in Vietnam, Nike hired an independent NGO, the Fair
Labor Association (FLA), to monitor its labor and EHS practice (Press Release. 2001). This aims
at improving partnership and dialogue between Nike with NGOs for independent verification and
reporting its EHS performance to stakeholders. Therefore, an effective EHS management system
at Nike's plants is needed for consistent and verifiable EHS performance.
3.1.2.4. Governmental Organizations
Many Vietnamese government agencies are interested in EHS issues in the shoe industry.
VBLI's program has drawn the attention of the Ministry ofHealth, the Ministry of Industry, the
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Ministry of Labor, Invalids & Social Affairs, the Ministry of Science, Technology &
Environment - Directorate for Standards & Quality, the National Institute of Labor Protection,
the National Institute ofOccupational & Environmental Health, and Vietnam's General
Confederation of Labor. Their interest level and involvement vary.
In 2000, these agencies were involved in reviewing EHS standards, monitoring, and
research. However, their participation was symbolic. They did not issue many citations. A
major roadblock is the Vietnamese immature legal system. According to Vietnam News, the
laws are not clear and many are hidden in scattered documents; even with those that are clear,
the government does not enforce them ("VBLI promote worker safety in footwear industry").
In April 2003, the United States and Vietnam reached a textile agreement, which links
improvement in labor conditions to textile trade quota. According to AP, the agreement
allows U.S. customs agents to inspect Vietnamese factories for production claims and
compliance with international labors standards. Vietnam also has to abide by the anti-
sweatshop provisions and international rules governing worker rights ("U.S., Vietnam reach
agreement on textiles").
3.2. Current Issues and Trends:
3.2. 1 . Vietnamese Shoe Industry and
Stakeholders' joint effort in improving EHS performance
under the Vietnam Footwear Industry Business Links Initiative Program
The partnership and dialogue between stakeholders have gained certain results through
sharing best practices, auditing, training, and research. These actions raise awareness in the
footwear industry about EHS risks, current practices, legal requirements, and areas for
improvement. However, EHS can only improve if all stakeholders become accountable for their
working areas. Unfortunately, shoe factory owners are reluctant because they have not yet
15
understood how beneficial voluntary EHS management can be by improving their productivity
and public image.
3.2.1.1. Key Elements of the Program
VBLI key elements of the program include commitment to good practices, management
support system, training, research, monitoring, inspection, and factory visit.
VBLI aims at improving core labor standards such as those for storing, handling, and
disposing of chemicals used in the manufacturing process. It also aims at reducing noise, fumes,
and dust to provide a healthier and safer working environment in the footwear industry
("Vietnam Business Links Initiative").
Although the program has successfully raised awareness of the need for sound EHS
management, consumers demand more than just awareness. The challenge is to be transparent in
EHS performance to ensure EHS compliance, and continuous improvement. ISO 14001 and
OSHAS 18001 can be the best tools to address that challenge.
3.2.1.2. Research
The 2000 VBLI research exposes the current EHS issues in the footwear industry
("Research"). First, most shoe companies do not have a sound EHS management system.
Second, there are many potential EHS risks, and exposures, which are illustrated in figure 3.1
below. Third, workers are not aware of occupational heath and safety (OHS) issues (ActionAid's
March 2001 "Survey on Worker Consultation"). Although the research pointed out the need for a
consistent and effective system to manage these issues, it does not present any direction for
change and improvement except some management support training and inspections.
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Figure 3.1
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3.2.2. Voluntary Standards ISO14001 and OSHAS 1 8001 Emerging as a Potential Solution
3.2.2.1.Some Shoe Companies Are Taking Initiative by Implementing ISO 14001 and OSHAS
18001
According to Mr. Vinh Nguyen, the VBLI Program Director, only a few shoe
manufacturers are adopting ISO 14001 AND 18001 ("Personal Interview"). These companies
make shoes for major brands such as Nike, Reebok, Puma, etc. Their initiatives may drive the
industry toward adopting the standards. However, to most smaller Vietnamese factories, the
adoption cost is still not justified. Without the big contracts and market shares ofwell-known
multinationals, they are reluctant to follow suit.
3.2.2.2. Vietnamese Government Studies the Implications ofAdopting ISO 14001 on Trade,
Environment and Development in Vietnam
17
According to Tom Rotherham, 1 8 Asia Pacific Economy Cooperation (APEC)
environment ministers decided to promote ISO 14001 in July 1996. These APEC countries
account for forty percent of the world population (IUCN Economics Service Unit). As a
member, Vietnam also showed its commitment. The desire to align with its neighbors can be a
key factor that drives the Vietnamese government to promoting international standards.
According to the Group Report ofUNEP/APEC/AIST/NEDO, the Vietnamese Ministry
of Science, Technology and Environment, through its Agency General of Standard Measure and
Quality, has been entrusted with the task of implementing a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
program in the country. The desire to increase export has been a key motivator in adopting ISO
14040 as the national standard. It is hoped that through the application of the standard, local
manufacturers can avoid exclusion from markets based on environmental performance
("Symposium for LCA in Asia Pacific Region"). Unfortunately, despite this official adoption,
EHS achievements are still limited due to a lack of law enforcement and clear guidance.
3.3. Conclusion
Under public pressure, especially from the anti-sweatshop campaign in America, for full
EHS performance disclosure, the shoe industry has joined the
stakeholders'dialogue, action
programs and is taking the initiative in implementing ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001. However,
the economical impacts and effectiveness of the Standards implementation are not well studied.
4. Methodology
To identify the drivers, the effectiveness, the challenges and the success factors in
implementing ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001, the study needed three main tasks. First,
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perception survey questionnaire was developed using rating scores and sent to the company
knowledgeable persons (i.e. ISO staff) to gather empirical data about the study questions;
second, followed with a personal interview to verify whether the responses were based on facts
and to ensure that the interviewees fully understood the questions. Finally, perception rating
were averaged and compiled to give results for analysis and discussion.
4. 1 . Develop the Questionnaire:
In May 2004, the questionnaire was developed. It consists of a company profile section
and a series of questions asking the drivers, the cost-effective methods, the challenges and the
critical success factors to implementing the Standards. The company profile provided
information; such as the company name, its ownership, the number of employees, the main
products, the date of implementing or adopting the standards and the contact information. The
second part of the questionnaire is a series of semi-structured questions regarding the topics of
the study; asking for perception ratings from strongly agree to strongly disagree, or from five to
one summarized in the table 4.1 below.
Table 4. 1 Perception Rating
5 4 3 2 1
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly disagree
Refer to Appendix A formore details.
4.2. Conduct Interviews
The quality and correctness of the response is quite important to the success of the study.
Due to the limited number of allowable interviewees, questions were asked in different ways to
confirm the response and to solicit supporting facts instead of verifying from three different
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sources as proposed. In addition, expanding the study scope to three different companies
improved the data.
In June 2004, the Study questionnaires were sent via email to three shoes factories and
addressed ISO staff.
In July 2004, three interview sessions were conducted one-on-one for about 2 hours each
using the answered questionnaire as a guide. The interviewees were also persons responding the
questionnaire. Some follow-up phone calls were made to clarify unclear information after the
interview. Refer to Appendices A, B, and C for more information about the response.
5. Results
Due to the change in study methodology, the study was limited to identifying the drivers,
the values added and the challenges and the success factors to implementing the ISO 14001 and
18001 standards. Propose a model of EHS management system elements was less emphasized
due to data access restriction.
5.1. Identifying key drivers for adopting ISO 14001 and 18001
As expected,
stakeholders'demands and engagement were among the key drivers.
Internal values, corporate policies and customer demand were averagely and respectively rated
with agreement levels of 5, 3.3, and 3. Buyer requirements, NGO and labor groups and
recommended & required by government were least agreed and respectively rated 2.3, 1.6 and
1 .6. The findings were summarized in the following table.
Table 5.1 : Drivers of Implementing the Standards
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
1. Driver for ISO 14001
and/or OSHAS 18001:
1.1 Corporate Policy 5 4 1 3.3
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1.2 A good tool for
improving HSE
performance (internal
driver)
5 5 5 5
1.3 Buyer requirements 3 2 2 2.3
1.4 Customer demand 4 3 2 3
1.5 NGO & labor group 2 2 1 1.7
1.6 Recommended or
required by authority
2 2 1 1.7
1.7 Others Required by
Taiwanese
mother
company
5.2. Identifying values added from implementing ISO 14001 and 18001
5.2.1. Cost:
Certification fees, initial training, equipment improvement and recertification fee were
agreed the most significant cost. They were averagely and respectively rated 4.7, 4.7, 4.0 and
4.0. Extra-man worked hours costs were considered least significant and ranked for certification
and recertification 1.7 and 1.3. Costs for implementing the Standards were summarized table 5.2
below:
Table 5.2: Costs for Implementing the Standards
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
2 Significant costs for
implementation:
2.1 Certification fees 5 4 5 4.7
2.2 Extra man work hour 1 2 2 1.7
2.3 Initial training cost 5 4 5 4.7
2.4 Additional/modified
equipment
5 5 2 4.0
2.5 Others: Posters, PPE Waste
pressing
$5000 for
certificate
$40,000
certification
fee
$32,000
training
Waste
segregation
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Reuse and
reduce
waste
2.6 Recertification fee 2 5 5 4.0
2.7 Refresher training/
awareness
5 3 2 3.3
2.8 Extra man work hours 1 2 1 1.3
Other maintaining cost: Costs for
environment
improvement
Cost $5000/
year for
certification
Renew
certificate
$1000
Audit
$30,000
5.2.2. Benefit:
Except on reduced insurance costs, all responses tend to agree on expected benefits, such
as an enhanced public image, improved EHS performance, customer loyalty and a reduced
number of lost workdays. These were averagely and respectively rated 4.7, 4.0-4.3, 4.0 and 4.0.
Benefits from larger orders and reduced worker strike were less obvious. They were averagely
and respectively rated 3.3 and 3.0. Benefits for implementing the Standards were summarized in
the table 5.3 below:
Table 5.3: Benefit from Implementing the Standards
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
3 Benefit from
implementing standards
3.1 Material saving 5 3 4 4.0
3.2 Less waster treatment
cost
5 3 4 4.0
3.3 Less incidents 5 4 4 4.3
3.4 Less medical treatment
cost
5 4 4 4.3
3.5 Less insurance Fee 3 3 1 2.3
3.6 Larger order from
client
3 4 3 3.3
3.7 Other benefits Systematica
lly manage
environment
al issues
Reduces
incident by
%50 (02-04)
Reduces
30% injury
rate
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with clear
direction, to
ensure
compliance
with
regulatory
and
clients'
requirement
s.
3.8 Company image 5 5 4 4.7
3.9 Customer loyalty /
retain major clients
5 4 3 4.0
3.10 Improve employee
satisfaction
5 4 4 4.3
3.11 Reduced workers
outrage / strike
5 3 1 3.0
3.12 Others Increase
workers
welfare and
healthful
workplace
5.2.3. Costs vs. Benefits of Implementing the Standards:
As expected, all agreed that the benefits of implementing the standards outweigh the
costs, and that money for improving safety performance is well-spent. Two out of three
interviewees agreed that the benefits from environmental initiatives outweighed the costs. The
three most values added were the reduction in injury rate and costs, the materials saved while
reducing waste and improving a company's image. Costs vs. benefits from implementing the
Standards were summarized in the table 5.4 below:
Table 5.4 Costs vs. Benefits
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
Was implementing Yes Yes for Yes
Standards value added? safety
Not sure for
environment
3.13 Three most benefits for Save costs Reduce Less costs
the company by reducing injury rate ofwork
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material and
waste
handling
(reducing
120-150%
annual
waste
management
cost)
related
injuries
Improved
company
image
Improve
company
image
Recycling
waste
material
Reduced
incident rate
by 50% over
6 years.
Severity rate
also reduced
Improve
employees
satisfaction
Less waste
treatment
cost
5.3. Challenges of implementing the standards
The key challenges of implementing the standards were identified. The
workers'lack of
knowledge of environmental and safety standards, inadequate environment protection
equipments and facilities, too few local trade ISO 14001 and 18001 models and weak HES
enforcement and response from local authorities were the key challenges and respectively rated
4.3, 3.7, 3.7 and 3.7. The challenges are summarized in the table 5.5 below:
Table 5.5: Challenges of Implementing the Standards
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
5 Challenges
5.1 Lack ofprofessional
consultancy agents
3 2 4 3.0
5.2 Inadequate
environment protection
equipment
5 4 2 3.7
5.3 Inadequate equipment
design for safety
5 2 2 3.0
5.4 Lack of awareness of
safety standards
5 4 4 4.3
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5.5 Lack of environmental
protection knowledge
5 4 4 4.3
5.6 Few local trade ISO
14001 models in place
5 2 4 3.7
5.7 Few local trade ISO
18001 models in place
5 2 4 3.7
5.8 Lack of response and
support from local
authority
5 4 2 3.7
5.9 Weak enforcement of
HSE regulations
5 2 4 3.7
5.10 Conflict between HSE
goals and business
goals
5 2 1 2.7
5.4. Critical Success Factors
As expected, leadership's commitment,
employees' involvement, top-down management,
and the focus on training were widely identified as critical success factors and respectively rated
5.0, 4.7, 4.7 and 4.7. Raising awareness of environmental and safety standards, empowering
employees and aligning HSE with business goals were also highly touted and rated 4.3. The
critical success factors were summarized the table 5.6 below:
Table 5.6: Critical Success Factors
Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
4 Critical success factor
4.1 Leadership
commitment
5 5 5 5.0
4.2 Employees
involvement
5 5 4 4.7
4.3 Personnel awareness of
safety standards
5 4 4 4.3
4.4 Personnel awareness of
environment protection
practices
5 4 4 4.3
4.5 Alignment HSE with
business goals
5 4 4 4.3
4.6 Experience from the in-
place ISO9000
4 4 1 3.0
4.7 Top down management 5 5 4 4.7
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approach
4.8 Employee
empowerment
5 4 4 4.3
4.9 Focus on training 5 5 4 4.7
4.10 Focus on asset
investment
5 4 2 3.7
Others: Responsibili
ty,
accountabili
ty,
disciplinary
actions and
awards
clearly
defined.
Implementat
ion check
Good
organization
al practice:
Monthly
meeting of
HSE rep (1
per 300
workers),
1 1 ISO staff
6. Analysis and Discussion
6. 1 . Drivers of implementing the Standards
As expected, internal values and company policies were considered the most significant
drivers of implementing the standards while NGO, labor group and government actions the least.
All of the studied companies claimed that they internally valued implementing the
Standards as a good tool for improving EHS performance. These Standards were considered a
common and self-regulated EHS management system framework for shoe factories to meet
multinationals'
requirements.
Multinationals'
requirements and customer demands are generally good drivers though
responded unsure. This is consistent with the fact that major buyers now have their own specific
requirements, meeting or exceeding ISO 14001 and ISO 18001. For instance, Nike adopted
sustainable business practices and set specific supporting projects with environmental
sustainability as a key consideration. Nike set specific performance requirements regarding labor
practices, environmental, health and safety standards with performance verification using
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independent accredited or selected parties. Adidas has also recommended the factories to adopt
the Standards. It had its own audit to verify EHS actual performance and to recommend
improvement actions.
NGOs, labor groups and governments are considered weaker drivers. This can be either
knowledge limitation of the interviewees or the Standards strongly institutionalized and valued
by the shoes company. Labor groups tend to be concerned more with labor practices such as
work hours, compensation and benefit plans rather than safety and environmental issues. NGOs
and governments do not have much direct influence on the implementation of these voluntary
standards.
In general, this supports the notion that the key drivers for implementing the Standards
comes from stakeholders'chain of actions. After that, shoe factories internalize the values of
implementing those Standards.
6.2. Costs vs. Benefits of Implementing the Standards:
The interviewees claimed that the main costs for implementing the standards were
certification fees, training, equipment improvement and recertification. The benefits of
implementing the standards outweigh the costs. In the beginning, implementing the Standards
will satisfy
multinationals'
growing expectations. Later on, shoe factories will experience
reduced injuries rates and costs, and reduced waste volume, waste treatment and disposal costs.
They internally values implementing the Standards.
6.3. Challenges of Implementing the Standards
The lack of knowledge of safety and environmental standards was claimed the
biggest challenge. This finding is consistent with our research results. From the interviews,
workers usually have a low education level - grade 6 to 9. Many of them are from farming
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families or have no previous industrial work experience. First line supervisors have good
knowledge and skills in technical fields but are limited in their knowledge of environmental and
safety standards. Factory management has limited knowledge of regulatory requirements and
industry best practices regarding environmental and safety issues. Therefore, training was one of
the key actions in implementing the Standards.
Secondly, local shoes industry ISO 14001 and 18001 models did not exist at the time of
implementation. The ISO Standard consultants advised only about basic standards requirements.
The factories themselves had to identify the specific requirements, aspects, impacts and actions.
Clear expectations from multinationals are helpful, but different requirements from different
multinationals created confusion to the factories. With the assistance of the Vietnam Footwear
Industry Business Links Initiatives, EHS standards and labor practices were identified and
communicated to the
members'factories, including the studied factories. This facilitated
implementing the Standards.
Thirdly, waste treatment and disposal facilities are among the challenges. Although shoe
factories in cooperation with multinationals use environmentally friendlier and safer material,
recycle and reduce waste, there is still a great amount of solid waste that is shipped to landfills or
incinerated. The lack of standardized and economically viable landfills and waste treatment sites
is still a challenge.
6.4. Critical Success Factors for Implementing the Standards
Leadership's commitment and employees'involvement are identified as key success
factors. The management of the shoe factories, which we studied, demonstrated leadership by
communicating expectations of implementing the standards as their internal values. This is
consistent with the earlier response regarding their internal values as a driver for implementing
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the standards. The commitment was communicated through several organized activities. In one
factory, a factory EHS committee was set up to address EHS issues. The committee included
department heads, supervisors and two EHS reps for each production line, ISO staff and the
administration manager as a chairman. The committee oversaw the EHS activities to ensure EHS
concerns and issues addressed by the management and all employees involved in the EHS
activities. The general manager was overall responsible for the EHS programs. The general
manager visited the workbench at least once a month. Line management was responsible and
accountable for EHS performance. The supervisors spent most of their time walking around their
areas of responsibility to observe the work conduct and to timely coach and mentor workers.
Safety reps were chosen from the workbench employees. They were in charge of training for
new workers and assisted supervisors to enforce EHS standards.
Top-down management and employee empowerment approach were identified as the key
success factors. Management directed and supported the overall EHS programs with clear
objectives and targets. Also, management motivated workers with incentives and recognition to
groups or persons with EHS accomplishment. For instance, some cost saving from the waste
reduction program funded worker welfare. Workers were also motivated, seeing management
taking actions to fix the problems. Workers were supported stopping others working at risk
situations.
Training was a key element for success. This is consistent with finding ofworkforce lack
of awareness of environmental and safety standards. On the job training was the common model
used at the studied factories. Supervisors and safety reps conducted job and safety training for
the workers at the worksites. Coaching and mentoring were followed up.
7. Conclusion
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The study answered key questions that shoe factories usually ask regarding drivers, costs
vs. benefits, challenges and success factors for implementing ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 at
some shoe factories in Vietnam. The results tend to indicate that implementing ISO 14001 and
OSHAS 18001 are value added in managing EHS issues at the studied shoe factories. Incident
and waste reduction were achieved.
The drivers for implementing the Standards are derived from a chain of actions of
stakeholders. This was started from NGOs, customers, and multinationals to shoe
factories'
internal values in which multinationals and factories' internal values are the key. Once
implemented, shoe factories internalize the values.
The results tend to indicate that success factors for implementing the Standards include
leadership's commitment, employee involvement, top-down management and employee
empowerment and training. These are the same success factors for implementing an EHS
management system, which we learn in our research.
We recommend that other shoe factories adopt the Standards to effectively and
consistently manage EHS issues. Implementing the Standards should be considered as an
investment for profit rather than added costs.
The study proves that ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 have been successfully implemented
in some shoe factories in Vietnam.
The study is limited to the extent that all factories studied are 1 00% foreign owned.
Therefore, future studies should be expanded to include some local factories, small and medium
size factories to give more representative results. Also, they should address why there are
differences in perceptions between the companies being studied - e.g., why one companymight
perceive a strong benefit regarding worker outrage and another little. They should also include
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interviews with line management and employees to learn the best practices in implementing the
Standards.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire from Company 1
Questionnaire for Shoe Factories
With regards of Implementing ISO14001 and OSHAS 18001
Standards
(Graduate Thesis in partialfulfillment of the requirementsfor
the degree ofMaster ofScience in Environmental, Health & SafetyManagement)
The answers will be treated with confidentiality and used for academic purposes only. Should
you have any questions, feel free to contact me:
Mr. Lam, Quang Anh Vu, 090 3 84 0 1 82 (Vietnam) 84903840182 (outside Vietnam)
Company name: 1 Number of
Employees:
14,000,000
Ownership type: 1 00% foreign investment Main Products: Canvas shoes
X
100% private local invest.
?
Sport shoes
?
100%) state run Lady shoes
?
Local joint venture
?
Foreign joint venture
?
Others, please
specify:
?
Number ofProduction 17
Line:
Date of
implementing
ISO14001
October 23, 1998 Date of implementing
OSHAS 18001:
1998 -Apply only but
not get the certificate
from third party
Please answer the questions by tick on appropriate boxes:
5 4 3 2 1
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly disagree
1. Why did your company choose ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 standards as a HSE
management tool?
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
1 . 1 .Corporatepolicy (internal values) 5 [X] 4 [] 3 ? 2D lD
1 .2.A good tool for improving HSE performance 5 [X] 4 D 3 D 2D 1D
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1.3.Buyers (Multinational) requirements
1 .4.Customers demand
1.5.NGOs and labor groups demand
1 .6.Recommended or required by authority
1.7.Others please specify:
5D 4D3^ 2D iD
5D 4 ^U 3 ri 2D iD
5D 4D3D 2^ iD
5D 4D3D 2X iD
2. What is the significant cost for implementing the standards?
2.1 Overhead cost
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
2.1.1. Certification fee 5 ]
2.1.2. Extra man work hours 5 Dl
2.1.3. Initial training cost 5 IXI
2.1.4. Equipment (upgrade/extra equipment) 5 1X1
2.1.5.
4D 3Q 2D
4D 3D 2D
4[] 3D 2D
4D 3D 2D
Others please specify: Installing posters of safe operating instructions,
signboard, issuance and training.
iD
m
in
iD
PPE
2.2 Maintenance cost
disagree
2.2.1.
2.2.2.
2.2.3.
2.2.4.
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
Recertification fee 5[J 4Q 3D2^ lQ
Training/awareness 5 [El 4D 3 D 2D lD
Extra man work hours 5Q 4Q 3Q2D l[SI
Others please specify: Cost for improving environmental protection measures
through annual objectives and targets.
What is the benefit from implementing the standards:
3.1 Tangible:
disagree
3.1.1 Material saving
3.1.2 Less waste treatment cost
3.1.3 Less incidents
3. 1 .4 Less medical treatment cost
3.1.5 Less insurance fee
3.1.6 Larger order from client
3.1.7 Other please specify: Systematically manage environmental issues with clear
direction, to ensure compliance with regulatory and
clients'
requirements.
Current insurance cost is about one million Dollars per year. Insurance cost
was not reduced as a result of implementing ISO 14001 and OSHA 18001.
This is a good idea to negotiate insurance cost with insurance provider to
reduce insurance rate.
Strongly agree Agree Mot sure Disagree Strong
5X 4D 3D 2D m
5X 4D 3D 2D m
5X 4D 3D 2D iD
5E 4D 3D 2D iD
5U 4Q 3 &a 2D iD
5U 4D 3^2D m
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3.2 Intangible:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
3.2.1 Company image 5^ 4Q 3Q2D O
3.2.2 Customers loyalty/retain major clients 5 |^ 4QJ 3 D 2D iD
3.2.3 Improve employee satisfaction 5 [X] 4[] 3 D 2D lD
3.2.4 Reduce work outrage/strike 5D 4Q 3D2n lD
3.2.5 Other please specify: Gradually increase workers welfare and ensure a
healthful working environment. Thereby, workers will be more loyal to the
company.
4 Do you think that the benefit from implementing these standards pay back the cost?
Yes [^ NoD Not sure D
5 If 4 answered yes, what are considered the three most benefits for your company by
implementing these standards?
- Saved cost by reducing material and waste handling cost (e.g. reducing 120-
150% annual waste management cost).
- Improved company image with clients and community where we work.
- Improved workers loyalty to the companies.
- Improved incident rate (number of incidents reduction of 50% over 6 years
1998-2004, severity of injuries/illnesses also reduced)
6 What are the critical success factors in implementing these standards:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
6.1 Leadership commitment 5 3 4 D I 3 [J 2D lD
6.2 Employees involvement 5 D 4[] 3 D 2D lD
6.3 Personnel are highly aware of safety standards. 5 D 4 D 3D 2D lD
6.4 Personnel are highly aware of environmental protection practice.
5^ 4D 3D 2D ^
6.5 Alignment between HSE goals and business goals
5^ 4D 3H2n lD
6.6 Experience from the in-place quality management ISO 9000
5D 4^ 3D 2D iD
6.7 Top down management approach 5 D 4 D 3D 2D O
6.8 Employee empowerment approach 5 D 4 D 3 D 2D lD
6.9 Focus on training 5 [X] 4Q 3Q2D lD
6.10 Focus on asset investment 5 [X] 4Q 3 D 2D lD
6. 1 1 Other, please specify:
Responsibility, accountability, award and discipline shall be clear. (Role and
authorities of departments and individual shall be clearly defined. Thereby, there will
be no blame culture.)
Personal performance appraisal (work planned and check weekly).
7 What are the challenges in implementing these standards:
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Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
7.1 Lack of professional consultancy agency with much experience
5D 4D 3^2D
7.2 Inadequate environmental protection equipment / tool
5D 4D 3D 2D
7.3 Inadequate design ofmachine/equipment for safety
5M 4D 3D 2D
7.4 Personnel are lack of awareness of safety standards
5^ 4D 3D 2D
7.5 Personnel are lack of environmental protection knowledge
5D 4D 3D 2D
7.6 Few local and trade ISO 14001 models in place
5^ 4D 3D2D
7.7 Few local and trade ISO 18001 models in place
D
?
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
7.1 1 Other, please specify: communicate Standards requirements to all relevant parties,
workers to understand and implement.
Other comments:
1. Waste segregation project - a successful example
2. Saving from waste management invested to workers welfare program (win-win solution)
3. Guidance on implementing standards,
4. Lack ofConstructive support
5fE 4D 3D2D
7.8 Lack of response/support from local authority in improving local environmenta
performance (shared discharge points with other polluters)
5^ 4D 3D 2D
7.9 Weak enforcement of regulations on HSE issues
5D 4D 3D 2D
7.10Conflict between HSE goals and business goals
5^ 4D 3D 2D
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Appendix B: Questionnaire from Company 2
Questionnaire for Shoe Factories
With regards of Implementing ISO14001 and OSHAS 18001
Standards
(Graduate Thesis in partialfulfillment ofthe requirementsfor
the degree ofMaster ofScience in Environmental, Health & SafetyManagement)
The answers will be treated with confidentiality and used for academic purposes only. Should
you have any questions, feel free to contact me:
Mr. Lam, Quang Anh Vu, 090 384 0182 (Vietnam) 84 90 384 0182 (outside Vietnam)
Company name: 2 Number of
Employees:
13,000,000
Ownership type: 100%> foreign investment Main Products: Canvas shoes
X
100%) private local invest.
D
Sport shoes
D
100% state run
X
Lady shoes
D
Local joint venture
D
Foreign joint venture
D
Others, please
specify:
D
Number ofProduction
Line:
20
Date of
implementing
ISO 14001
Certified Sep. 10,2002 Date of implementing
OSHAS 18001:
Certified Sep. 10,
2002
Please answer he questions by tick on appropriate boxes:
5 4 3 2 1
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly disagree
I. Why did your company choose ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 standards as a HSE
management tool?
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
_
1 . 1 Corporate policy (internal values) 5D 4 |^ 3 [ j 2D lD
1 .2. A good tool for improving HSE performance 5 D 4 [] 3 [I 2D 1 C
1.3. Buyers (Multinational) requirements 5D 4G3Q 2D lD
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1 .4. Customers demand 5 |~_J
1.5. NGOs and labor groups demand 5 Q |
1.6. Recommended or required by authority 5 D
1.7. Others please specify:
Required by Taiwanese Mother Company
2 What is the significant cost for implementing the standards?
2.1 Overhead cost
4D3D 2D iD
4D3D 2D D
4D3D 2D iD
disagree
2.1.1. Certification fee
2.1.2. Extra man work hours
2.1.3. Initial training cost
2.1.4. Equipment (upgrade/extra equipment)
2. 1 .5. Others please specify:.
Cost for waste pressing machine
- $5000 certification
2.2 Maintenance cost
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
disagree
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
2.2.1 Recertification fee 5 1X1
2.2.2 Training/awareness 5 D
2.2.3 Extra man work hours 5 D
2.2.4 2.2.4 Others please specify:
- Cost $5000 per year for recertification
4D 3D 2D iD
4[] 3D 2D ID
4D 3D 2D iD
3 What is the benefit from implementing the standards:
3.1 Tangible:
disagree
3.1.1 Material saving
3.1.2 Less waste treatment cost
3.1.3 Less incidents
3.1.4 Less medical treatment cost
3.1.5 Less insurance fee
3.1.6 Larger order from client
3.1.7 Other please specify:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
Reduced 50% injury frequency rate (2002-2004)
3.2 Intangible:
disagree
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
3.2.1 Company image 5 IXI
3.2.2 Customers loyalty/retain major clients 5 D
3.2.3 Improve employee satisfaction 5D
3.2.4 Reduce workers outrage/strike 5D
4D 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iDl
4D 3D2D iD
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3.2.5 Other please specify:
4 Do you think that the benefit from implementing these standards pay back the cost?
Yes D No D Not sure D
- Yes, for safety but not sure for environment,
5 If 4 answered yes, what are considered the three most benefits for your company by
implementing these standards?
- Reduced injury rate
- Improve company image
- Improvee ployees'satisfaction
6 What are the critical success factors and challenges in implementing these standards:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
6.1 Leadership commitment 5 D 4 D 3 D 2D lD
6.2 Employees involvement 5D 4Q 3[]2Q lD
6.3 Personnel are highly aware of safety standards. 5 D 4 D 3D 2D ll I
6.4 Personnel are highly aware of environmental protection practice.
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
6.5 Alignment between HSE goals and business goals
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
6.6 Experience from the in-place quality management ISO 9000
_
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
6.7 Top down management approach 5D 4D! 3D2D ll I
6.8 Employee empowerment approach 5D 4D 3 D 2D ^tI
6.9 Focus on training 5D 4Q 3Q2D lD
6.10 Focus on tangible asset investment 5D 4D 3 D 2D lD
6.1 1 Other, please specify:...
- Monthlymeeting ofHSE rep (1 per 300 workers)
7 What are the challenges in implementing these standards:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
7. 1 Lack of professional consultancy agency with much experience
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.2 Inadequate environmental protection equipment / tool
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
7.3 Inadequate design ofmachine/equipment for safety
sD 4D 3D2D iD
7.4 Personnel are lack of awareness of safety standards
sD 4D 3D2D iD
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7.5 Personnel are lack of environmental protection knowledge
sD 4D 3D2D iD
7.6 Few local trade ISO 14001 models in place
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
7.7 Few local trade ISO 18001 models in place
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
7.8 Lack of response/support from local authority in improving local environmental
performance (shared discharge points with other polluters)
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.9 Weak enforcement of regulations on HSE issues
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.10 Conflict between HSE goals and business goals
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.1 1 Other, please specify:... Lack of third party standardized waste treatment site
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Appendix C: Questionnaire from Company 3
Questionnaire for Shoe Factories
With regards of Implementing ISO14001 and OSHAS 18001
Standards
(Graduate Thesis in partialfulfillment ofthe requirementsfor
the degree ofMaster ofScience in Environmental, Health & Safety Management)
The answers will be treated with confidentiality and used for academic purposes only. Should
you have any questions, feel free to contact me:
Mr. Lam, Quang Anh Vu, 090 384 0182 (Vietnam) 84 90 384 0182 (outside Vietnam)
Company name: 3 Number of
Employees:
56,000,000
Ownership type: 1 00%) foreign investment Main Products: Canvas shoes
X
1 00%) private local invest.
D
Sport shoes
D
100%o state run
D
Lady shoes
D
Local joint venture
D
_
Foreign joint venture
D
Others, please
specify:
D
Number of
Production Line:
25
Date of
implementing
ISO14001
August 16,2000 Date of implementing
OSHAS 18001:
August 16,2000
Please answer 1he questions by tick on appropriate boxes:
L 5 4 3 2 1
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly disagree
1. Why did your company choose ISO 14001 and OSHAS 18001 standards as a HSE
management tool?
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
1.1 Corporate policy (internal values) 5 D
1 .2 A good tool for improving HSE performance 5 D
4D3D 2D iD
4D3D 2D iD
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1.3 Buyers (Multinational) requirements
1 .4 Customers demand
1.5 NGOs and labor groups demand
1 .6 Recommended or required by authority
1.7 Others please specify:
- Addidas suggests to implementing the Standards but not Nike
- Top management's commitment
5D 4D3D 2X iD
5D 4D3D 2D iD
SO 4D3D 2D iD
5D 4D3D 2D iX
2. What is the significant cost for implementing the standards?
2.1 Overhead cost
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
2.1.1 Certification fee
2. 1 .2 Extra man work hours
2.1.3 Initial training cost
2.1.4 Equipment (upgrade/extra equipment)
2.1.5 Others please specify:.
$40,000 certification. Three ISO training consultants cost about $32,000
Waste segregation, waste bins.
Reuse and reduce waste
2.2 Maintenance cost
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3 D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
disagree
2.2.1 Recertification fee
2.2.2 Training/awareness
2.2.3 Extra man work hours
2.2.4 Others please specify:
- Renew certificate $]
consultants)
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
sD 4D 3D2D iD
,000 each, renewed audit $30,000/annually (SGS
3 What is the benefit from implementing the standards:
3.1 Tangible:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
3.1.1 Material saving 5 D
3. 1 .2 Less waste treatment cost 5 D
3.1.3 Less incidents 5| |
3.1.4 Less medical treatment cost 5 D
3.1.5 Less insurance fee 5| |
3.1.6 Larger order from client 5 D
3.1.7 Other please specify:
- Reduced 30%. injury frequency rate
4D 3D2D
4D 3D2D
4D 3D 2D
4D 3D 2D
4D 3D 2D
4D 3D 2D
iD
iD
iD
iD
iD
iD
3.2 Intangible:
disagree
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
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3.2.1 Company image 5 I j
3.2.2 Customers loyalty/retain major clients 5 D
3.2.3 Improve employee satisfaction 5 [ j
3.2.4 Reduce work outrage/strike 5D
3.2.5 Other please specify:
4D 3D 2D iD
4U 3D 2D m
4D 3 D 2D! m
4D 3D 2D iD
4 Do you think that the benefit from implementing these standards pay back the cost?
Yes D No D Not sure D
5 If 4 answered yes, what are considered the three most benefits for your company by
implementing these standards?
- Less cost ofwork related injuries
- Recycling waste materials to save money
- Less waste treatment cost
6 What are the critical success factors and challenges in implementing these standards:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree
disagree
6. 1 Leadership commitment 5 D
6.2 Employees involvement 5 D
6.3 Personnel are highly aware of safety standards. 5 D
6.4 Personnel are highly aware of environmental protection practice.
5D
6.5 Alignment between HSE goals and business goals
5D
6.6 Experience from the in-place quality management ISO 9000
5D
6.7 Top down management approach 5 D
6.8 Employee empowerment approach 5 D
6.9 Focus on training 5 Q_ j
6.10 Focus on tangible asset investment 5 D
6.1 1 Other, please specify:...
Strongly
4D 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
4X 3D 2D iD
4X 3D 2D iD
4X 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
4X 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
4D 3D 2D iD
7 What are the challenges in implementing these standards:
Strongly agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly
disagree
7.1 Lack ofprofessional consultancy agency with much experience
sD 4D 3D2D iD
7.2 Inadequate environmental protection equipment / tool
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.3 Inadequate design ofmachine/equipment for safety
5D 4D 3D 2D iD
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7.4 Personnel are lack of awareness of safety standards
5D 4D 3D2D iD
7.5 Personnel are lack of environmental protection knowledge
5D 4D 3D2D iD
7.6 Few local and trade ISO 14001 models in place
5D 4D 3D2D iD
7.7 Few local and trade ISO 18001 models in place
5D 4D 3D2D iD
7.8 Lack of response/support from local authority in improving local environmental performance
(shared discharge points with other polluters)
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.9 Weak enforcement of regulations on HSE issues
sD 4D 3D2D iD
7.10 Conflict between HSE goals and business goals
sD 4D 3D 2D iD
7.1 1 Other, please specify:... Language barrier, total involvement ofworkers
Appendix D: Survey Data Summary
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Issues Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Remark
Ownership 100% foreign
investment
100% foreign
investment
100% foreign
investment
# of employees 14000 13000 56000
Main product Sport shoes Sport shoes Sport shoes
# ofproduction lines 17 20 25
ISO 14001
implementation date
Certified Oct
1998
Certified Sep
10,2002
Certified August
16,2000
Implementing OSHAS
18001
Adopted 1 998 Certified Sep
10,2002
Certified August
16,2000
1. Driver for ISO 14001
and/or OSHAS 18001:
1.1 Corporate Policy 5 4 1 3.3
1.2 A good tool for
improving HSE
performance
5 5 5 5
1.3 Buyer requirements 3 2 2 2.3
1.4 Customer demand 4 3 2 3
1.5 NGO & labor group 2 2 1 1.7
1.6 Recommended or
required by authority
2 2 1 1.7
1.7 Others Required by
Taiwanese
mother
company
2 Significant cost for
implementation:
2.1 Certification fees 5 4 5 4.7
2.2 Extra man work hour 1 2 2 1.7
2.3 Initial training cost 5 4 5 4.7
2.4 Additional/modified
equipment
5 5 2 4.0
2.5 Others: Posters, PPE Waste pressing
$5000 for
certificate
$40,000
certification fee
$32,000 training
waste segregation
Reuse and reduce
waste
2.6 Recertification fee 2 5 5 4.0
2.7 Refresher training/
awareness
5 3 2 3.3
2.8 Extra man work hours 1 2 1 1.3
Other maintaining cost: Cost for env. Cost $5000/ Renew certificate
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improvement year for
certification
$1000
Audit $30,000
3 Benefit from
implementing
standards
3.1 Material saving 5 3 4 4.0
3.2 Less waster treatment
cost
5 3 4 4.0
3.3 Less incidents 5 4 4 4.3
3.4 Less medical treatment
cost
5 4 4 4.3
3.5 Less insurance Fee 3 3 1 2.3
3.6 Larger order from
client
3 4 3 3.3
3.7 Other benefits Systematically
manage
environmental
issues with
clear direction,
to ensure
compliance
with regulatory
and
clients'
requirements.
Reduces
incident by
%50 (2002-
2004)
Reduces 30%
injury rate
3.8 Company image 5 5 4 4.7
3.9 Customer loyalty /
retain major clients
5 4 3 4.0
3.10 Improve employee
satisfaction
5 4 4 4.3
3.11 Reduce workers
outrage / strike
5 3 1 3.0
3.12 Others Increase
workers
welfare and
healthful
workplace
Value added Yes Yes for safety
Not sure for
env.
Yes
3.13 Three most benefits for
the company
Save cost by
reducing
material and
waste handling
(reducing 120-
150% annual
waste
Reduce injury
rate
Less cost ofwork
related injuries
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management
cost)
Improved
company
image
Improve
company
image
Recycling waste
material
Reduced
incident rate by
50% over 6
years. Severity
rate also
reduced
Improve
employees
satisfaction
Less waste
treatment cost
4 Critical success
factors
4.1 Leadership
commitment
5 5 5 5.0
4.2 Employees
involvement
5 5 4 4.7
4.3 Personnel awareness of
safety standards
5 4 4 4.3
4.4 Personnel awareness of
environment protection
practices
5 4 4 4.3
4.5 Alignment HSE with
business goals
5 4 4 4.3
4.6 Experience from the in-
place ISO9000
4 4 1 3.0
4.7 Top down management
approach
5 5 4 4.7
4.8 Employee
empowerment
5 4 4 4.3
4.9 Focus on training 5 5 4 4.7
4.10 Focus on asset
investment
5 4 2 3.7
Others: Responsibility,
accountability,
disciplinary
actions and
awards clearly
defined.
Implementation
check
Monthly
meeting of
HSE rep (1 per
300 workers),
5 Challenges
5.1 Lack of professional
consultancy agents
3 2 4 3.0
5.2 Inadequate
environment protection
5 4 2 3.7
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equipment
5.3 Inadequate equipment
design for safety
5 2 2 3.0
5.4 Lack of awareness of
safety standards
5 4 4 4.3
5.5 Lack of environmental
protection knowledge
5 4 4 4.3
5.6 Few local trade ISO
14001 models in place
5 2 4 3.7
5.7 Few local trade ISO
18001 models in place
5 2 4 3.7
5.8 Lack of response and
support from local
authority
5 4 2 3.7
5.9 Weak enforcement of
HSE regulations
5 2 4 3.7
5.10 Conflict between HSE
goals and business
goals
5 2 1 2.7
6 Other Comments
Waste
segregation
project is a
successful
example
Lack of 3 rd
party
standardized
waste
treatment site
Language barrier
Saving from
waste invested
in employee
social welfare
program
Lack of total
workers
involvement
